
Minutes* 
 

Senate Committee on Educational Policy 
Wednesday, October 3, 2007 

1:30 – 3:30 
238A Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: Cathrine Wambach (chair), LeAnn Alstadt, (George Green for) Gail Dubrow, April 

Knutson, James Leger, Richard McCormick, Peh Ng, Jane Phillips, Paul Siliciano, 
Donna Spannaus-Martin, Craig Swan, Molly Tolzmann, Douglas Wangensteen 

 
Absent: William Bart, Claudia Neuhauser, Joel Weinsheimer 
 
Guests: Karen Zentner Bacig (Office of the Provost), Vice Provost Arlene Carney; Professor 

Serge Rudaz (University Honors Program); Tina Falkner (Office of the Registrar) 
 
Other: none 
 
[In these minutes:  (1) student learning outcomes pilot project; (2) student rating of instruction; (3) 
University Honors Program update] 
 
 
1. Student Learning Outcomes Pilot Project 
 
 Professor Wambach convened the meeting at 1:35 and welcomed Dr. Bacig and Vice Provost 
Carney to discuss the Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) pilot project.  When that is completed, 
Professor Wambach announced, the Committee would discuss the Student-Evaluation-of-Instruction 
form. 
 
 Vice Provost Carney explained that Student Learning Outcomes are in her job description as 
Vice Provost for Faculty and Academic Affairs; it was one of the responsibilities that attracted her to 
the position.  After a long process of development and debate, the SLOs were proposed by the Council 
on Enhancing Student Learning (CESL) and approved by the Faculty Senate in the spring of 2007.  
CESL, which guides the overall student learning assessment effort, includes the current and past 
chair of this Committee, Dr. Langley from the Center for Teaching and Learning, and others in the 
administration, and the group charged to keep track of University accountability measures. 
 
 After the Faculty Senate approved the SLOs, the steering committee determined that the best 
way to start implementing them would be to do pilot programs (only with the SLOs, not the Student 
Development Outcomes, which are less specifically academically based).  A number of departments 
agreed to participate, including all of the Carlson School, Architecture, Applied Economics, Food 
Science & Nutrition, Chemical Engineering (tentative), Family Social Science, Post-Secondary 
Teaching and Learning, Sociology, French & Italian (tentative), and Nursing.  She and Dr. Bacig met 
with the pilot departments and provided them the pilot plan.  They anticipate that each unit will do a 
curriculum audit to map courses to the seven undergraduate SLOs (both single courses and all of the 
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courses collectively) and then develop an assessment plan.  The emphasis now will be on major 
courses, not liberal education courses yet, because there are likely to be changes in the latter.   
 
 Once the mapping and assessment has been completed, the faculty will be able to see which 
SLOs are highly-represented in the major and which are not.  Dr. Carney cautioned that she has told 
departments that no one expects all majors to cover all SLOs equally, but the mapping and assessment 
could illustrate a difference between what the faculty believe they are teaching and what they are 
actually teaching as a department.  Part of the mapping process is to include "course-specific and 
department-specific operational definitions of [the] seven learning outcomes.  How will they look in 
[the] specific discipline?"  At the end of each stage, the department should be able to look at the major 
curriculum vis-à-vis the SLOs.  Students would know which SLOs are emphasized in their major 
courses and then choose electives that addressed other outcomes. 
 
 Dr. Bacig reported that they have told departments to do what makes sense in the context of 
the department's culture.  Departments have taken creative approaches to assessing SLOs and 
incorporating them in their curriculum.  Dr. Carney said they are also getting a group of people 
involved in the pilots each semester to talk about problems, to identify barriers to implementing the 
SLOs institution-wide, and to identify opportunities.  They are not requiring departments to do this 
any one way; she said they hope that after two years of working with pilot departments, they will have 
a set of best practices.  Ultimately, all departments will engage in the process because the SLOs are 
official University policy; they say that students "can" do certain things, so those are the instructional 
goals of the organization.  Some universities have mandated learning outcomes, without best practices, 
and departments had to adopt some kind of assessment technique.  The situation here is very different, 
and each department must relate to the seven outcomes adopted by the Senate.  They are also 
providing to all pilot program departments two of the leading books on assessing student learning.  
Finally, they are hiring an assessment coordinator to work with departments and faculty who will 
always be available to consult (not tell faculty what to do), and there will be a web site where faculty 
can find out what departments are doing and provide exemplars.   
 
 Last spring Drs. Bacig and Helms from her office conducted focus-group interviews with 
graduating students and asked them what they should have learned.  There was enormous overlap 
between their answers and the SLOs, Dr. Carney said, and the students were impressed that the 
University had come up with what they believe they should have learned.  The students made two 
major points.  First, that faculty are critically important; if the faculty take the SLOs seriously, "tell us 
and we'll take them seriously" (faculty may not internalize how important their values are to the 
students they teach, Dr. Carney commented).  Second, the faculty need to talk about the outcomes to 
the students. 
 
 What is the timeline for full deployment of the SLOs, Professor Leger asked.  Dr. Carney said 
she projects about five years.  She said they would like to complete the pilot, refine the data, see what 
works and what does not, see where the faculty are enthusiastic and where not, and what students say.  
The first two years will be refining.  The process should be easier in places like engineering, which 
have accreditation standards that map readily to the SLOs, but any unit which goes through 
accreditation will probably find the process relatively easy.  She has rolled out the SLOs at the new 
faculty orientation and said she believes a large number of faculty will embrace the SLOs; they have 
received a lot of support and she wants widespread faculty endorsement. 
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 Will the SLOs end up on the transcript for external consumption, Ms. Phillips inquired.  Dr. 
Carney said that as they work with departments, they will also work with students to see how 
individual students are meeting the SLOs.  It will be important that there be coordination with the Vice 
Provost for Undergraduate Education, the deans, and advisors.  But there are no plans at present to 
make any change in the transcripts. 
 
 The challenge for departments will be to translate the generic learning outcomes into specifics 
for their discipline, Dean Green said.  The pilot departments will need to work later with other 
departments in their colleges to help develop SLOs for them.  Dr. Carney said she envisions a cadre of 
faculty—who will receive a stipend—to work with departments.  She said she is excited about the 
ideas that faculty will come up with and wants to get them engaged in the scholarship of teaching.  In 
an era of accountability for universities, Minnesota can say it has come up with an authentic way to 
assess student learning.   
 
2. Student Rating of Instruction Matters 
 
 In the course of the preceding discussion, Professor Wambach momentarily changed the 
subject and turned to Professor Siliciano (because he had to leave the meeting early) to raise a point 
about the student-evaluation questions.  Professor Siliciano said he was concerned about the item 
asking students if they received useful feedback.  He said that will be a difficult question for 
instructors who work with large classes, where the only assessment may be four multiple-choice 
exams.  That question is problematic for anyone who teaching a course where students cannot be 
provided individual feedback.  This will affect a lot of faculty, especially when some chairs are 
interested in only one number for teaching evaluations.  He agreed the question is important but 
suggested it be removed from the core set. 
 
 Professor McCormick reminded the Committee of the discussion at the last meeting:  there 
will not be ONE number, no composite score.  There is also no comprehensive question, as there has 
been in the past; departments must look at all scores and all questions.  It may be that instructors in 
large classes will receive a lower score on that item, but there will not be only one measure.  Dr. Swan 
added that it will be necessary to develop norms so that it is possible to compare like situations (200 in 
a class versus 12 in a seminar).  There are also different ways to give feedback, such as in sections, 
labs, etc.   
 
 Vice Provost Carney said that Dr. Langley had talked about one point about tuning the 
questions for different kinds of courses.  Dean Green said he was unsympathetic to that idea but said it 
would be entirely appropriate to react differently to different ratings, depending on the classes.  Dr. 
Carney clarified that the core questions would not be different but supplementary question could 
amplify and they would need to be sure that questions did not mix up student learning with teaching; 
the University wants faculty to be able to experiment with teaching. 
 
 Dr. Knutson expressed the hope that delaying the approval of the questions would not delay 
implementation of the system during spring semester.  Professor Wambach assured her it is a high 
priority and will be on the Senate docket in time for spring semester implementation. 
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3. University Honors Program Update 
 
 Professor Wambach turned next to Professor Rudaz to report on implementation of the new 
University Honors Program. 
 
 Professor Rudaz began by relating that over the last 8-9 months he has directed an effort to 
bring together college honors programs.  He has made a lot of progress:  in hiring staff and assistant 
directors, in developing a budget, in looking at the curriculum (including honors seminars and 
courses), in ensuring that there will be enough housing in Middlebrook Hall for all interested honors 
students admitted to the new University Honors Program (UHP), and in ensuring there will be a 
unified admissions process.  Everything should be in place in a few months, and in Fall, 2008, they 
will welcome their first class to the University Honors Program (UHP). 
 
 Students who have been in college honors programs will be part of the unified program and of 
the new initiatives, but they have the option to graduate under the rules of the program that were in 
place, so there will be a transition period. 
 
 Professor Leger reported that his son received a letter inviting him to apply to UHP and he 
asked what it would be like.  Professor Leger asked Professor Rudaz how UHP will be different from 
the college honors program.  Programs were in different stages of development, Professor Rudaz said, 
so experiences would have been different.  There is no separate application for honors; students 
receive a secondary review for admission to UHP.   
 
 Dean Green asked if the Middlebrook housing will be for freshmen (it will); then they move 
out, he asked?  Professor Rudaz said honors students are already in Middlebrook in pockets and they 
tend to want to stay a second year.  He said he could see a time coming when Middlebrook would be 
entirely honors students and there will be room for sophomores.  Some may not want to stay, Dr. 
Swan said; Dean Green said that if there are great programs, attrition could shrink.  They already see 
that shrinkage and can deal with it, Professor Rudaz said. 
 
 For those who do not stay, how will they restructure community-building so it is not only for 
those in the residence hall but is University-wide, Dean Green asked?  They want to respect the 
colleges, Professor Rudaz said, so that students do not trade their college identity for a UHP identity.  
It may be that St. Paul students want to retain an identity with their St. Paul college, so they are 
looking at establishing a satellite office in St. Paul and having honors events on the St. Paul campus.  
Dean Green said that UHP can encourage bright students to get active in diverse areas to connect with 
students in other fields—that is the synthesis UHP offers that college programs cannot.  If UHP breaks 
college boundaries, so much the better.  Social events are one way, but there must more than that.  
Professor Rudaz agreed; they will help set up social events but faculty visits and talks are very 
important.  It is easy to form a community of students in the same year, but they want to cross years as 
well (e.g., paper presentations by seniors doing projects, talking about research or artistic activity).  
They do not want UHP to be just a social club but rather to enrich lives academically.   
 
 Ms. Tolzmann said she stayed in Middlebrook her second year, and enjoyed it, but it was not 
the same community.  Honors events seem targeted to freshmen, and after that there is not a lot.  
Professor Rudaz asked what kind of event she would have enjoyed as a sophomore; Ms. Tolzmann 
said that she would have to get back to him with an answer.  The sophomore year is a problem that 
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extends beyond honors, Professor McCormick commented.  There has been a lot of work on the 
freshman year, and by the junior year students are in their major, but sophomores are sort of 
orphans—they have not decided on a major, are not integrated into upper division.  Presentations by 
advanced students is a great idea, he said. 
 
 Ms. Alstadt said she moved off campus after spending her first year in Middlebrook, although 
she is living with four former Middlebrook students.  It would help to have activities on the East and 
West Banks and on St. Paul to meet with older honors students and to know there is life as an honors 
student outside Middlebrook.   
 
 Vice Provost Swan asked Professor Rudaz to talk about UHP3 "UHP cubed").  It is a new 
initiative, Professor Rudaz said, the Professional Pathway Program, a way to apply for provisional 
admission to professional programs (Veterinary Medicine, Law, Public Affairs, etc.).  Students will 
apply their sophomore year, and each unit will decide on its provisional admission procedure and the 
number it will admit.  After a provisional admit, the unit will provide mentorship so students are 
guided as they complete their baccalaureate degree on what they must accomplish to gain admission.  
All the professional schools have been receptive to this proposal, and he has asked each to develop a 
program.  He said he expects perhaps 5-10 students per program to seek provisional admission. 
 
 Dean Green said he would not like to see this program off the table for the Graduate School—
it should not be designed only for the professional schools.  The program could not be the same for 
graduate work because departments make the decisions.  Two engineering departments started a 
program for seniors to recruit to the graduate program and a lot of disciplines might do so to orient 
students to graduate education.  Professor Rudaz said that something could be worked out with the 
Graduate School.  One way to retain students is a vigorous promotion of research; if students get 
involved in it, they may want to stay and attend graduate school.  Dean Green said he just does not 
want students dazzled by the idea of going into Law or Medicine because there are also Ph.D. 
programs; students should go wherever they choose, but they should be exposed to many learning 
opportunities.  Professor Rudaz said there would only be a limited number, so the program would not 
be able to lure many potential students away from graduate programs.  The goal is to have students see 
both sides of the University, teaching and research, and to provide a list of master classes, talks, etc., 
so students are excited about being at the University.  The deans of the professional schools also 
realize they need to train the next generation of faculty members to not only practice but also do 
research and teach. 
 
 Professor Leger said that honors programs traditionally have strong first-year programs and 
are strong at the end but that there is a sophomore dip.  UROP could fill that in; is he working with 
Professor Marshak, who heads the UROP program?  Professor Rudaz said he works with him all the 
time and they intend to ask honors students to take four honors experiences every year; many things 
are available, including UROP.  The sophomore year is the best time to start doing research and the 
second semester of the sophomore year is the best time to do study abroad, before students get into 
their majors.  They have a table of honors experiences available by year; how students fulfill them will 
vary depending on where the students are.  It should not be difficult to do. 
 
 Professor Wambach asked Professor Rudaz what his biggest challenge had been during the 
several months he's worked on developing UHP.  Setting up the curriculum is a work-in-progress, 
Professor Rudaz said, along with figuring out an advising mission statement, maintaining continuity, 
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building on successful programs, and a unified admissions policy.  Some of the things they are doing 
are a leap of faith, at this point; they look like they will work, but they are ready to make fine or major 
changes in the future, as needed. 
 
 Ms. Alstadt said she would like to see more class options.  She likes taking honors classes in 
other fields that she would not otherwise explore.  She has also tried to take Graduate School classes, 
something a number of students would be interested in.  There are fewer honors courses as students 
progress, Professor Rudaz agreed, and they encourage honors students to take 5XXX and 8XXX 
courses.  Advisors will know which ones will count. 
 
 Ms. Alstadt also reported that she obtained a research assistantship as a sophomore, one of the 
few such positions available.  It would help if the honors program talked to students early about 
research and these positions.  They will, Professor Rudaz assured her.  At one time they thought about 
asking faculty to post research positions on the honors website; when students come in as freshmen, 
they don't know how to navigate the system.  It would help if they would prime the pump with the 
faculty to create a sophomore research program, Dean Green said, rather than leave all the initiative to 
the students, who will get discouraged.  Professor Rudaz agreed and said he would talk to as many 
departments as he can about how they can bring students into research.   
 
 Professor Leger asked about advisors.  The model is that UHP will have its own core advisors 
(9) who are experts in areas and know about research, Professor Rudaz told him.  They will also know 
about college advising practices.  Advisors will be assigned to honors students and will have them the 
entire time the student is at the University.  Colleges may also assign advisors, which is fine.  The 
faculty role is more important in upper division because that is when students must get into research 
for theses or capstone projects.  He said he would like to involved faculty earlier, with sophomores, 
but has not figured out how to do so in a seamless way.   
 
 Professor Wambach thanked Professor Rudaz for joining the meeting. 
 
 The Committee approved without dissent as a friendly amendment a modification to the 
course-numbering policy, a suggestion concerning graduate students taking 4XXX courses.  [The 
policy was subsequently approved by the Faculty Senate.] 
  
 Professor Wambach adjourned the meeting at 3:30. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 
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